Flame
The
Fire Claw

rarr! I mean by Taylor E
Have you ever seen a fire claw before? A fire claw is a cat-sized dragon that spits poison fire. Sound cool? Read on to find out more! There once was a fire claw named Flame. Flame was a nice fire claw but only had one problem. The other fire claws are red and he's blue. They say he's horrible and doesn't belong. Flame had sad thoughts like, "nobody likes me. Why do I have to..."
be different? Why am I blue anyway?" He also has harsh feelings like, sadness, lassitude, and embarrassment. One day, Flame was on a hunting trip and overheard some water dragons planning to attack his Kingdom. Scared of what he just heard, he went back to his Kingdom as fast as he could and grabbed his best friend Heat. Flame and Heat came up with a plan.
where Heat will distract the water dragons while Flame sneaks up behind them. Flame really wished Heat could do the sneaking up, but he knew he was the only one that had blue scales and could blend in with water. Heat flew up to the water dragons and acts like he doesn't know what they're doing, and says stuff like "Are you hunting for fish? Can I come with you?"

P.s. three
The water dragons didn't know what to do because if they carry on with their plan, Heat will follow them. While Heat distracts them, Flame charges up and blasts the water dragons with all his might. The water dragons roared with fury and surprise. They fell to the ocean floor with a clunk!!! Flame and Heat went back to the Fire glow Kingdom.
Flame didn't want to talk about it, but Heat exploded with the news. They had a ceremony for Flame and Heat. They became famous. The Kingdom apologized to Flame for their misbehavior. Flame felt proud, excited, happy, and loved. Everyone learned a valuable lesson: don't judge each other by their looks.